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We take great pleasure in introducing ourselves as A.J. ASSOCIATES, established in
2003, today is one of the most successful name in manpower consultancy firm.
A.J. ASSOCIATES has today become a name to reckon with in the sphere of human
resource management consultants. A.J. ASSOCIATES was established almost since a
decade as Human Resource Management Consultants and Manpower selection for
Gulf & Mid East Countries after duly fulfilling the relevant conditions of Government
of India. And further approved as a registered recruiting agent for overseas operations
vide license from Government of India. Our office is located in Jalandhar, Punjab
(INDIA), well equipped with infrastructural facilities and service personnel.
We are a Professional Placement Company and we have achieved success in a very
short span of time and now we’re one of the trusted partners among our clients. This
was achieved mainly by effective management through a team of well qualified
experienced and dedicated professional staff. We undertake recruitments for many
Multi-National Companies working in the field of Construction, Petro-Chemical,
electro-mechanical and hospitality industry.
We take pride in the fact that keeping pace with the rapid competition arising in the
world; we have achieved the distinction of being among the most trusted firms fullyfocussed on work commitment and quality. For any project to be brilliantly executed,
it requires a sense of commitment and a dedicated, superbly skilled manpower. These
two important factors that play such a major role in achieving success can be supplied
by us.
After runaway success of A.J. ASSOCIATES, not just the company, but even the
clients had high expectations. And by the dint of immaculate planning and sheer
passion we put into their work, we didn't just meet, but exceeded the expectations!
Today, A.J. ASSOCIATES is a name to reckon with when it comes to effective
network implementations that actually make business sense for the client.
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OPERATIONAL SETUP (TRAINING CENTER)

We’ve a database of over 10,000 CVs of various levels of engineering and other
personnel. In order to maintain such a huge amount of data, we’ve a dedicated
centralised database system connected to our computer systems. While short listing
the suitable requirement, we use specially developed software in order to perform this
task. The selection and short listing goes through various stages and the applicable
match assures the most suitable match.

We have a separate, dedicated site for the training of the manpower we select. The
manpower available with us is skilled; however we still train them in order to provide
quality workers to the clients. For providing training to the persons, we’ve the skilled,
fully qualified and professional staff working with us. We have in-house civil,
mechanical, welding, electrical, instrumentation and industrial engineers for providing
training.
Orientation exercises, followed by inductee training, follow up and assistance with
contact between both parties viz. employer and employee maintained at all times.
We have excellent relations with consulates, airlines and local government authorities,
which would ensure a quick completion of formalities and mobilizations.
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